Most previous studies into phonology of the Adyghan languages (Kabardian and Adyghe) have focused primarily on the controversy surrounding its phonemic vowel system and the status and distribution of epenthetic schwa (Kuipers 1960; Halle 1970; S. Anderson 1978; Colarusso 1992; J. Anderson 1991; a.o.), and its interaction with the diverse consonant clusters found within the language group (Padgett 1995). Peterson (to appear) approaches this debate, presenting the two part claim that (i) the syllable structure in Kabardian can be derived from the universal principles of syllable well-formedness and proper headedness within the prosodic hierarchy (Itô & Mester 1994; Shaw 1996), revealing a regular CV:/CVC-type syllable, and (ii), schwa has no phonemic status in the language: its distribution also follows from these principles in a predictable way. This paper reviews and extends this analysis, claiming that the Adyghan languages, such as Kabardian, are also subject to two types of minimality conditions. The first is type, is called **prosodically-conditioned minimality** (PCM), which requires that an Adyghan syllable minimally contain a nucleus, and moraic weight (represented by the mora \( \mu \)) in its prosodic structure (Hayes 1989). Coupled with established principles of syllable well-formedness, the nucleus node (N) serves to license an epenthetic schwa (which is assumed to be non-moraic), while each syllable additionally requires minimally one mora (thus accounting for a prevalent and predictable gemination pattern found in the language). This in turn produces the following minimal core syllable canons for the Adyghan languages:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) \quad a. & \quad \text{[ɕə́ħ.ħæ]} \\
& \quad \text{/c-h-a/ there-enter-in } \to \ [ɕə́ħ.ħæ] \ 'to enter (there)', \\
& \quad \text{modified nouns /fz-z/ woman-old } \to \ [fiz] \sim [fiz.ziž] \ 'old woman', \\
& \quad \text{compounds /măg-ps/ ice-water } \to \ [m \ \ps] \sim [m \ . \ ps] \ 'melt water', \\
& \quad \text{/ç-fa/ sea-skin } \to \ [çɛf.ře] \ 'surface of the sea', \\
& \quad \text{and adjectives /jaře/ } \to \ [jer.ře] \ 'stubborn, persistent'. \\
\end{align*}
\]

However productive, standard syllabification conditions coupled with the PCM undergenerate epenthetic schwa in forms such as (infinitive) verbs used as words, /c-h-a/ there-enter-in \( \to [ɕə́ħ.ħæ] \ 'to enter (there)', modified nouns /fz-z/ woman-old \( \to [fiz] \sim [fiz.ziž] \ 'old woman',

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
<th>c.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɕə́ħ.ħæ]</td>
<td>[ɕə́ħ.ħæ]</td>
<td>[ɕæ]</td>
<td>[ɕè]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/c-h-a/</td>
<td>/ɕæ/</td>
<td>/ɕæ/</td>
<td>/ɕè/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>there-enter-in</td>
<td>‘to provoke someone’</td>
<td>‘head’</td>
<td>‘similar’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a language group where the core lexicon is comprised of mostly monosegmental roots, it is not
surprising that there is a considerable amount of polysemy and homophony in the language (Kuipers 1960: 82). Mindful of this, Colarusso (1992:18-19) cites the examples in (2) as evidence against a predictable schwa analysis, positing underlying schwa for b. /ɕəha/ in order to account for the contrast with c. /ɕha/. However, the resulting surface contrast between b. /ɕəha/ → [ɕəhæ] and a. /ɕ-h-a/ → [ɕəhæ] is now neutralized. One advantage of underlying schwa in these cases is the option of lexically encoding the contrast between b. /ɕəha/ and c. /ɕha/: the surface result would simply be a case of homophony between b. and a. [ɕəhæ]. However, under the minimality approach the surface form b. [ɕəhæ] is now fully predictable given the application of PCM and GCM derived from the underlying form /cha/: PCM would fail to apply as [cha] contains both a nucleus and a mora, but GCM would apply creating the bisyllabic minimal word required of that grammatical class (verbs used as words). By adopting the underlying representation in b. /cha/ that is consistent with the predictable schwa hypothesis, there is now underlying homophony with c. /cha/ ‘head’. It may appear unfavourable to have homophony both underlyingly (b. and c.) and on the surface (a and b.) as a predictable schwa analysis would claim, rather than only surface homophony between a. and b. and encoding the contrast between b. and c. with underlying schwa. However, encoding schwa underlyingly in this case to avoid this underlying homophony does not help the language learner avoid it on the surface. Rather, schwa’s position on the surface can be predicted in b., and the surface homophony that results is actually a predictable outcome of a general, grammatical-conditioned phonological operation (GCM) that systematically picks out that grammatical class (i.e. infinitival verbs functioning as prosodic words), regardless of whether it is encoded underlyingly or not. GCM predicts schwa’s surface distribution in the grammatical classes where it applies (verbs), and sets it apart from another grammatical class (nouns) where it does not.

The interactions between the lexicon and what it means to be a minimal word in the Adyghan languages are examined in detail. It is claimed here that it is preferable to have both lexical and surface homophony, where the surface homophony is predictably and principally derived from a simpler lexicon (without underlying schwa), rather than burdening the lexicon in saving lexical homophony (i.e. underlying schwa: /ɕəha/ and /ɕha/ ‘head’).
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